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Summary (I)
• Before 2014, less than 1/3 of retirement plan members opt 
out of default plans which were in most cases suboptimal in 
terms of net returns. 
• In response, since 2014, regulation has stipulated 

1. Default plans should be a registered “MySuper” retirement savings product.
2. Format of product disclosure, called  Dashboard 

• Does information on fees or returns trigger a timely switch 
out of an underperforming retirement plan?

• Australian workers asked to review short product 
disclosures (“dashboard”) and then choose between two 
plans over 20 rounds. In each round: a change in in fees or 
returns (decreasing or increasing)

• 7 treatments conducted between July 2014 and October 2-
15(see Table 1).

• Comments on format dashboard: Figure presented in figure 
1 very unclear
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Comments on the prescribed dashboard

• Figure presented figure 1 very unclear (unclear 

legend)

• From footnote 4 I infer that The regulator developed a 

clearer figure (see next page)
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Summary and comments (II)
• 7 samples drawn from a representative online panel (600k)
• After the experimental task, respondents asked questions

related to (those questions not presented in the paper):
1. Comprehension of the information presented in the dashboard 
2. Financial literacy and numeracy (quiz-type questions, no summary statistics 

provided))
3. Pension system knowledge(no summary statistics provided)
4. Demographics

• Unit non-response?? (% that clicked on email? % that agreed to 
participate)
• Description of the choice task not detailed enough.

1. Which returns and fees are presented in the 20 rounds. 
2. Big differences between default plan (xyz) and alternative plan?
3. Does a change in the fee also result in a change in net reurn reported in the 

‘Dashboard’?
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Comments on Table 3
• Provide also summary statisics on

• % which makes the ‘right choice’ in the first round

• % that does not switch

• % that switch more than once

• Logit regression
1. Finlit, numeracy, comprehension jointly significant??

2. Framing effects huge in T2-T4. Why?

3. Superannuiation literacy never significant?

4. Financial literacy also not significant. What does this imply. 

Financial education (e.g.) pension seminars) not useful??
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Comments table 4, 5

• plan members interpret fee and return information in a way 
we might expect; they prefer low fee, high return funds. 
• However, while large changes in fees prompt people to 
switch almost immediately, it takes longer and larger signals 
in returns to motivate a change. 

• Explanation for framing effects??
• I had difficulties in understanding subsection 3.3.4: A 
Bayesian Estimate of Relative Scepticism from Delayed 
Switches 
• Implications of your finding for the ‘optimal’ design of the 
‘dashboard’??
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